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Section 1 •.

Introduction •.
The purpose of this paper 1.s to examine tho
tounda~ions

add theorems of Plane Euclidean

Geometry trom the ete.ndpoint ot duality. Duality
le a well-established principle in Projective
Geometryi but is known to have limitations when
specialized back to Euclidean Geometry. We have
attempted to investigate ·these limitatlons by
setting up a system ·ot·eoordlnates of such a
nature that the one to one correspondence so far
ae it exists between Algebra and Plane Euclidean
Geometry may be illuetrated dually by a single

analytic representation.
Similar systems have been set up previously.

In 1884 Dr. Karl Schwering• published a system
of line coordinates and a Geometry based on his
system. Referencea to particular parte of hie work
will ba made below.

*Schwering, Karl. "Theorie und AnT1endung der Lin-

ienooordinaten in der Analyt1echen Geometrie der
Ebene." Leipzig, 1884.

2

Lucy T. Doughortr*

~hae

studied the dual relat1on-

eh1p in the plane by an-analysis baeed on the line
ae the fundamental element. Her system of line 06ord1nate4 has been used ln the present paper.
·Section 2.

Aaeumptione of Veblen and their Duals.
The following ie a liet of aseumptiqne found by

Vebl$n** to be neceseary and sufficient

t~r

Euclid-

ean Geometry in the plane •. In parallel column we have
"ff
lieted their duals, conaider1ng point end line, angle
and

line-segment~

equality of angles and

propor~ion

a lity of sides. ae dual-elements.

Roman capital letters

A,B,o, ••• are ueed to

designate points; emall roman letters a,b,e, •••
for lines; and small greek. lettero,o\ 1 ~,-(JSi ••• :ror

angles.

*Dougherty, Lucy Taft. uAnalytical Line Geometry
of the Plane. 11 Uni.versity of Ke.nae.a. 1927.
**Veblen, o. ffA.lyotem ot Axioms for Geometry."
Transactions of American Mathematical Society.

Vol •. 5. pp

;4,-,84.

~ By line, we ahall mean etraigh~ line unlees

otherwise stated,

1. There exiet at least

l'. There exist at least

two distinct points.

two distinct lines.

2. It points are in the

2•. It linee are in the

order ABO they are in .

order abc they are in

the order OBA.

the order cba,

Note. We ~uet make the restriction that the angle
included between a and o is not greater than a

e traight angle.

;. If points A,B,o, are

''• If lines a,b,o, are
in tho ordor abo, they

are not 1n·the order BOA. a.re not in the order boa.
Note. Again, we muat make tho restriction that the
angle included between a and ~ ie not greater than
a straight angle.

4.

If the points A1 B,O,

4 1 • If the lines a,b,o,

are in the order ABO,

are in the order abc,

then A is distinct

then a is distinct

from

o.

from c.

5. ! f A and B are any

5' • If a and b a.re any

two diQtinct point:a,

two distinct lines,

there exists a point

there exists a line

0, such the.t A,B,O, e.re

c, such that e.,b,c, a.re

in tho order ABO.

in the order e.bo.

4
Dotinit1on 1.

Detinitlon ·1 t.

Tho polnts.X in·the

The lines·x in the

order AXB constitute

order axb canst itute

the segment AB. A and

the angle ab. a and

B are the end-points

b are the sides

or

of the angle.

tbe segment.

6. If points a.and D

6•. It lines o

lie on the line AB.

1le on the polnt ab,

then A lies on the line

then a lies on the point

CD.

ed.

7. It

the~e

e:det

~nd

d

7' • If' there ex 1st

three d:l.atinc·t points,

three distinct lines,

there exist

there exist three

thr~e

anr of the orders ABO,

any of the orders abc,

BOA,

boa, cab.

OAB~

Nots. By virtue of Assumption 2, these are all the
possible order~ on a line or point, and therefore
the tcrce of this Assu•ption ls to state that the
points are not all on the same line, and the lines
a re not all on the .same point.
Definit:lon 2.

Def1n1t1on 2•.

Three distinct points

Three distinct llnee

not lying on the eame

not lying on the same

line are the vertice$

point are the sides

of a triangle ABO,

of a triangle abc,

whose sides are the

whose angles are the

segments AB, BO, OA,

angles ab, bo 1 ca,

5

and whoee boundar1

and whose interior

ooneleta of ite

consista of its

verticea and the

sides and the

point~

a.

of its sides.

t f three points.

A,s,o,

lines of its angles.
a·~

do bot lie on

lt three lines,

a,b,c 1 do not·11e ·on

the same line, and D

the same point, and d

and E are two points

and e are two lines

aon,

tn the ordete

in the orders bod,

and CEA, then ._ point

r

e~lsts

and oea, then a line

in the order. r exists in the order

APB, euob that

lle on the same

D,1,r,
line~

afb•

su~h

that d.e,f,

lie on the same point.

9. (A~aumpt1ons 9 and 10 refer to Geometry in a
Three-space e..nd are therefore not given hare.)
11. If there

ex~st

an

ll•. lf there exist an

1nf ln1tude ot point9,

infinitude of lines,

there exiete a oer-

there exists a oar-

tain pair ot points

~ain

A.a,

a, c, euoh that if f.2.J

such that if Lu-)

pair of 11nee

is an7 infinite set

is any infinite set

of segment.a on the

of angles on the

line AO, having the

point ac, having the

property that eaoh

property that eaoh

6

o,

point which is A,

line which in a, c,

or ·a point ot the s~g-

or a line of'

ment AO le a point of

angle ao is a line of

the segment <>

the angle

then

1

ther$ is a. finite sub-

~

the

, then

there ia a finite eub-

set

~,,. 2.-i - - - L~..

w1th

the same property.

the same property.

12. If a is any line

12 1 • ! f A ia any point

a f' tho plane(;(.., , there

of the plane

la

is some line c of

some: point

o

of

~

t9C,. 1

thru which there is

on whioh there ia

not· more than one

not more than one

line of the plane

point

doaa. not inter•·

w~1oh

Note. Aceum.pt1on
Po~tulate, which
io not more than
to a given line.
states in effect

or

there
e:(.

the' plane to

which A cannot be joined.

12 1a the so-called 'Pe.ra.llel
states 1n other words that there
one line thru a given point parallel
Th$'plane dual, or Assumption 12 1
that there is not more than one

infinite point on • given 11ne.

The principle of duality as laid down seems to be
valid, if llnea are considered ao being infinite in
both d{reot1ona, it angles are reatrloted to not more
than

4

otra1ght angle, and

wher~

parallel and perpen-

dicular U.nee are not. involved. At this point we have
no definition ot parallel or perpendicular points. An

1
analyt1o definition will be introduced in Section 4.
The principle of duality has always been assumed
to tail for certain parts of F;ttolidean Geometry because

ot parallelie= of lines and the lack of a geometrical

interpretation of their duals. It is here seen that there
are other things that also restrict the principle ot
duality in the plane. It ie clear from Assumptions 2

and ' that

2rde~

This is due to

and continuitz

th~

a.re also involved.

taot that rotation around a point

ia oqnt:Lnuoue whereas movement along a line is not.

cont inuoue ~

Section '·

Theorems and their Duals.
We shall liat below the principal theorems ot Plane
Euclidean Geometry, together with their due.la where they
ax iet. The theorems a.re taken f'rOn1'· standard text• in

Plane Geometr1•

1. Two lines .of a plane

i•.

have one point in com-

have one line in common.

Two points of a plane

mon or no point in
comm.on.

•Smith, D.E. "Eeeentiala of Plane Geometry.nOhicago, 1925.
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2. Between any two

2'. Between any two

points of a line

l ittea on a point

the!!e exists an

there exists e.n

infinite number ot

inf inita number of

points.•

lines.

' · The order ABO

''·The order abo

imp11ee that A ie.

implies that .e. is

distinct from

a and

distinct
1J.

4. Two

4•.

points lie on one
and only on line.

b and

from o.

B from 0 •
d let inct

fro~

Two distinct

lines lie on one
i&nd only one point.

5. If DE la any line,

5•. If de is nny point,

there exists a point

there exists a line

F not lying on DE.

f not lying on de.

6. The points

n.E,r,

6•.

The lines d,e,f~

of Assumption 8 (Soot.

of Assumption 8' (Sect.

2) are distinct; and

2) are distinct, and

lie in the order DEF.

lie ·in the order

7• If points A1 B,C;

7'• If lines a,b,c,

form a triangle, there

form a trianele, there

ia no line that haa a

is no point that has a

point in common with

line in common with

•er.

9

each of the sides

eaoh of the vertices

Note. The force of this theorem ia to state that if
line cute three eidee ot a triangle in distinct
$
points 1 it must cut at lce.. st one of those 6idee outside the triangle.The dual states that the three
v~rtioea of a triangle oanno\ be collinear.
8. It two aldea and

a•.

the.included nngle of

the included cide of

on~

trinngle are equal

~eapectively

to two

one·

It two angles and

t~1engle

arc equal

respeetively to two

sldea and the 1nclud-

angleo and the includ-

ed angle of a second

el eide of a eecond

triangle, the tri-

triangle, the tri-

angles are congruent.

anglea are congruant.

9. In an lncsceles

9'• In an ieoacelee

triangle the angles

triangle the sides

opposite the equal

oppoeite the equal

e idea are

angles. are equal.

eque.l~

10. An equilateral

10'. An equiangular

triangle is equl-

triangle 1e equi-

angular.

lateral.

11. The opposite

11'. The opposite

sides of a parallel-

angles of a parallel-

ogram are equal.

ogram are equal.
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12. If the oppoaite

12•. If the opposite

sides ot a quadri-

angles of a quadri-

lateral are equal

lateral are equal

the t igure 1.e a

the figure is a

parallelogram.

parallelogram.

15. A

15•. An angle can

line-segment

oan be bisected at

be b iaeoted by

one and only one

one and only one

point.

line.

14. If two sides of

14•.

a triangle are "n-

a triangle are un-

e qual~ the angles

equal, the sides

opposite them are

opposite.them are

unequal and the great.-

un~qual

er side ie opposite

er angle is oppooite

the greater angle.

the greater

15. If two triangles

15•. If two triangles

have an angle ot one

have a side of one

equal to an angle of

equal to a side of

the other, and the ln-

the other, and the in-

o lud ing eidea pro- ,

cluding angles equal,

portional, the tri-

the'

angles are similar.

are eimile.r.

If two angles of

~r

and the great-

aide~

iangles

11

lo.

If three aides of

one triangl$ are pro-

lo•. It three angles of
ono trinngln are pqual

portional to three sides to three angles .of

of a socond triangle,

a Deoond triangle,

th•

tho triangles are

tr!~nglea

are

e im i le. r.

17. In a.

s im i l ar.
ple.td?

at

there

17'.• In a. plnne

cie.

there

can be drawn thru any

can be dra.vm thru any

point A, lying outside

lina a, lying outside

of a line a, one and

a polnt A, one and

only

only one-point which has

01ie

line whioh haa

no point of intersect-

no join with tha point

ion v:i.t'h the lina a.

A.

Thie line ie oalled

called the infinite

th$ parallel to ! thru

point on!•

the

giv~n

Thia point ie

point A.

16. If A,B, are two

18•. tt a,b, are two

points on a lino a,

lines on a point A,

and if A' le a point

and 1f a• 1s a line

on the sam$ or another

on the same or another

line

point

a~,

then upon a

,!I

A', then

upon a

given side of A• ot

given side of a on

the line a•; we oan

the point A', we can

'

always find one and

alwaya find one and

12

onlr one point B' eo

only one line b' so

that the aegment AB

that the angle ab

1• congruent to the

i~

segment A • B'.

angle a'b'.

congruent to the

Note. In Theorem 18' it must be noted that the
angla ab and the angle a 1 b' must not be greater
that .a straight angle •

19. Every segment ie

•

19'• Every angle is

congruent to itself.

congruent •o itself.

20. It two lines a

20. lt two points A

and

and B are joined, the

~

intersect, the

angles ab are equal.

segments AB are equal.

Note. In the cae~ ot lines, the angles are distinct,
and the theorem is usually atatedt·"It two lines
intersect the vertical angles are equal." In the
case of points, the segments AB are coincident from
Theorem 4.
.

Vie shall now list a number of theorems whose duals
are not valid, or which have no duals.

21. An exterior angle ot a triangle is greater than
either non-adjacent interior angle.

Note. This theorem fails to dualize due to the fact
that so tar we have not aea igned any numbers to
lengths et segments, while an exterior angle has
explicit reference to the relative eize of the angle.
Hence, we have no dual for exterior or interior e.nglae.

22. When two lines in the.same plane are cut by a
transversal, if' tho alternate angles are equal, the

lin•a

a~e parallel~

Note• We bavo no dua1 element for parallel lines, heace
we can state no dual for this theorem.
2, •. If tso parallel 11nes are out by a transversal
the alternate angles are equal.
Note. This theorem fails to dualize for the reason
given under !~eorem·22.

24. The sum of t.be

anglEu1' of a triangle is one stre.lftbt

angle.

Note·.: This theorem, involves the measurement.. o;: angles,
and as yet we have nothing oorreoponding to thls for
s'egeira11t.s~ Hence· ~e· can ·state ho dual for this theoram.
· 2.5. ,The

d~agonale

ot e. parallelogram· bisect each· other ..

Note. Since the diagonals are lines joining opposite

vertices of a parallelogram, the dual would be the
points ot intersection of the opposite sides. According t,o Theorem 17, no such point· existe, henoe there
is no dual tor this ·theorem.

26. The eum ot the interior angles of a polygon ie
as many straight angles lee• two as the figure has
sides.
Note. Here aga:S.n, the .the eum of the measurement of
angles ie lnvol'ved, and the corresponging thing for
segments has not been set up.
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27. One and only one perpendicular can be
constructed to a given line

I•••

a given

external.poJnt.
Note. Two .u.nes are said to be perpendicular when
they intersect at right. angles. In this theorem we
are dealing with an angle thnt is dietinguished from
other angles by its magnitude; a. partioular eizo.
We have no such way of distinguishing line segments
in a war that we ~an say thjt a particular kind ot
segment is the dual of a right angle.
28. If two sides of one triangle are equal reapectiv4-

ly to two sides ot another, but the included angle

ot the first ie greater
the second,

the~

th~n

the included angle of

the third angle of the firot is

greater than the third angle of the second,
Rote. !he dual of thie theorem can be written but it
le not valid. It follows from Theo~em 24 that if
two angles of ·one, triangle are~ equll to two anglee'ot
a second triangle, the ·third angles are equal. The
theorem lnvolves the measurement ot angles, and we
do not have anything corresponding to this for seg-

ments.

29. If two sides ot one triangle are equal respective-

ly to two sides of

anothe~,

but the third side of the

tiret triangle ls greater than the third aide ot the
second, then the angle opposite the third. eide ot the
rtrst is greater than the angle opposite the third
s 1de ·ot the second.
Note. The dual to this theore·m is not valid ror the

reasons stated under Theorem 28.

15

lt may be seen
limitation

~f

largely to

~b•

!~om

the

ab~ve

theorems that the

the principle of duality ie due

lack ot a number system for measur-

ing angles and 'line eegmente simulte.neouely. Thus

it seems

neceee~ry

to

·aonside~

our problem from an

analytic. standpoint instead of confining ourselves

strictly to the synthetic. le shall proceed to set
up, in the next section, a coordinate system for
comparing and measuring l:tne 8$gmente,,

t rate tbe principle of duality

by

and illue-

a system of

and 11ne coordinatee and a single

elmult~neoue.po1nt

analyti• repreeentat1on for dual theorems. Thie

Wilt permit us
'

;1

make dlftnitione for the duals of

~o

paraflel lines,: pe~pencu'c.ule. .. u.nes, and eo forth,
and also ~o ln1}'.eo.tiga~e more fully the theorems ot
Eucli'clee.n Geometry.

Section 4.

Line Goordinates.
The oarteaian system of coordinates dualimed by

Lucy!.
p~rposee

Dougher~y•

ot this

has been found suitable for the

paper~

Articlee 1-7 are adapted from

*Analytical Line· Geometry of the Plane. pp 7-15.
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Sentions II and II! ot her paper.

1. Let U and V be any two points, and o the join
of U and

v.

~et

1 be any line in the plane with o,

and desisnate by ll and A the points on l whose

orthogonal projections on o are U and

v,

reepeot-

ively.

Then it: VA.'::."<:...•. trB '::..;B •. the numbers or,~ e.re

called the

the

.~e.!ltera

c~o~dinatea

of l.·U and V are called

_g! .coordinates , or

line on U and Vi

1~

orig!~'

--

and o, the

called the axis of coordinates.

The perpendiculars to o at U and V are the

-------v,
the
'

lines ot reterenoe.

The axis is considered pooitive

from. tI to

length of the join UV will be

)

taken as

and

unit~·*

*This distance may be taken ~s any constant k, but
e inoe th!o, paper 1e concerned pt:lme.rily with the
application of the system~ it has been found that
th~ a1mpleat value, Qr unity, ia moot practical.

17
!hla system in reality uses anglea as line

coordinatee, but the anglee are expressed in
terme of tb&ir ta.ngentei

tan VUA-.::.

or
I

.'

tan UVB:..

;!.._

'

This system determines all the lines in the

plnne except those parallel to the lines of

reference, that is• the llnes on the point at
infinitr. In Euclidean Geometry we are not concerned with this point, h$nce the ajatem 1a

eat1etaotorr for our purpose.
In this ays1tem any tint.ta pair of numbera

<><

and

determine uniquely, a lino 1.The line w111 be
d esigne.ted I~

/3) •

Oonvera$ly-, a line 1, not

parallel to the u:nes of reference,

dete1~mines

uniquely a. pair,of numbers.

2. Angles between U.nea.

Any line 1 whose

coordinates e.re[t>(1 j3J cute the axis o 1n the angle
whose tangent ie 0(-fo • The angle between ~two

llnea is given by the equationi*

tan 1 1 ·= (()('.,_-(3,._J -fa',-~)
1

I.

I "'-

(('{~ -~;:.) l~-A)

•Proof end discueaion may be found on pagee lC,11
of Miss Dougherty's theeie.

f
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If two lines are parallel, tbeir

ooo~dinatee

are of the tormfr._,foJ andLl)(',,-t-n, ;4o~~J, where,.! is any
1

finite· number.

If 1, and· 1).. are pe:rpendioule.r, then tan

~ ~

infinite. Hence the condition that two,lines
be perpend ioular is t

'.

Slop~ ~

! _eoint.

ls

and

(-<,-A) ( ~ -/l2') +1 ,=. o.

The elope of a point io

d atinod to be the ratio

or

1ta distance from the·

u-origln to its distance from the v-or•gtn.
It is to be noted that a·point between the lines
of reference has a negative slopeF while one without the lines of' reference he.e a positive elope.

Alao, the slope ot the point determines the point
as on a particular line of th$ point at infinity. The

slppe of the line determines the line ae on a
particular point ot the line at infinity. Therefore,
lines parallel to the lines of reference are determined by the

sl~pe

of the point where they meet the

axis. That is, thene are the lines on the point at
1nfiniti, and are the exact dual to the points on

the line at lntlnity, and are determined in a dual

4. Parallel 2ointe. Definition.

points which have. the aame elope.

Pa~allel

points are

19

5. ·P•rR&ndicula£

Definition.

!oin~s.

Perpendicular

points are points the product of whose slopes le -1.

6.

.2£ a point.

Eguatio~

A point io determined by

two lines which tnt:eraect at the point. suppose the

coordinatea of tuo lines
been proved•

areL~.

v,J e.nd[.u--,,va.J• It has

that ·the equation of the point determin-

ed b1 these lines tea
:

/

:

I

~ !-:::,_ 0

u,_v,_l
and may be called th•

two~lina

form of the point

equation.

7.

We shall list ,below: o. number of standard tor:m.

equations, the proof tor which has been given by
Mies Dougherty.••

Two-liria form ot equation of a point:
V
v - vI =· V~· u - u,)
l'1-z- "'•
1

(

L1n6-slope form ot the equation of a point:
v - v,--=-f< {u - u,)

* t.o. pl 16.
**L.o. PP 11,1a,20.21.22.

20

Interce pt form of the equatio n ot a point:

.!! + !. :./

~o

,

/3• , .

Slope- interce pt form of the equatio n of a points

v: f'U

-+fr

V-:::} (u - «o)
Genera l lineaP equatio n ct a pointa
Au+Bv+Oc

=O.

Length ot the 301n of two points,
points be P,

Let the two

and P ~respectively• and their eqaa.tio ns

l?I

Section 5.
Tangen tial Due.11t y.

In aectlon ' 1t was pointed out that the reason
tor the failure of certain theorem s to dualize was
t, he le.ck of a numbar system foll a1lgles cor1.. eepond ing

to the one foi- segmen ts, eo that the two could be

measure d simulta neously .

In the system of coordin -

atoe thathwe have .set up, such a number system has

21
been devteed: 1 namely, tuud.gnir..g to each angle a

number which ls the
we have

~he

who1e

~ang•nt

~ositive

of that angle. Thue,
number aystem in angles

trom zero to 90', a.nd tbs whole negative eyetern in

angles from. ~e.ro to -90! Thus we hav.e the entire
real nt1mner eyetem tapreaent.ed tor angles from -90

0

to 90•, and s inoe the tan (-A)-::. -tan A, and tan ( 180-A )~

tan A, '\Ve may r<'preeent by the real number ayetem
angles t:rom zero to

restrlo\lon*

1ao·.

We have already made the

we shall limit .our diooussion to
angles not greater than 180.• ·Therefofet because ln
th~t

the tangents of :the angles .we have the dual ot the
number system for line segments, we have called this
kind or duality,

!~P.s~ntia.l. ~~a.litz.

For example,

t.o dividing e. tine segment into two equal po.rte, will

correspond dividing an angle into two parts euoh that

the tangent of one part shall be ono-half the tangent
of the whole angle.
We shall now interpret geometrically single
analytic repreeentat1one, in terms of the two dual
ayatoma of coord1natee which we now have, nnmely, the

ordinary carteaian oystem tor Foint coordinates and
the tangential system for line coordinates. We shall

use small Greek letters.to represent, eimultanoouely,
vartables in both systems, small Roman letters to

represent oonstante in both 4-stems;· and we shall
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toll.011 the usual custom of representing varlablee

3-n point coordinates

by

x,y,z ••• , and variables

in l!ne coordinates by u 1 v,w ••• ,

le shall illustrate

the pr1nc1ple or dua11ty.b;v arranging the interpretations ln pars.llc:tl columns.

1 •. ao< ._.. bp .. o ~ 0
ax-1-by+c

'I:::-

( 1)

au+bv ,..o :- O

O

a=o.

Lat a-:::0.

Let

Then by+c ::- o

Then bv9'--c

We have a system of

We have a system of

line! parallel to the

~

O

· pa1'alle1 points on

the u-e.xis.

v

Let

b~

0

Let b-= 0

Then eu::: -c.
16 have a

&ye~em

or

linea parallel to the

We have a eyetem ot

parallel

~ointa

the v-e.xia.

on

Let c-::::

o.

Let. c-:::

o.

· Then e.ut bv :: O.

Then a.x+by ::: 0 •

We have a erstem·of

We have n oyatem of

lines on the origin

p~1nts

point.

11n$.

In gene.ra.1,

In general,

a

*o,

We

b~O,

h~ve

c~

o.

the general

equation Qf a tina.

a~O,

on the origin

b -;\O, C-:\0.

W$ have the general
equation of a point.

,
"
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2.

a,O\tb,f +c·,

~

a.---f"b~ fnc.,_ ~

0

O
bj

A:: 8. 1

If

a, x + b, T

I •

-t-

c

~

0

a

2..

b

8. 1 U

+ bI

a,_u

+

~O
'1-

+

0, =:.

0

b.._ v· t-

O:a. ::

O

V

These two eqaations

These two equations

determine the pointt

determine the lines·

:'
J
-............
c,

c, b,

c·')..

x ::

a,

.,.

:::

bj

a,.. b,
..

a~

b

a'2- b

a,

C·I

e., c .I

a

c

a 'L c·.,...

1,...

........... ..
~

v

~

a

I

=. ---.-~------

a, b I

b

e.J,. b').

a)- b ')...

I I. If

t\::..

0 e.nd

01 ~

Cy

Lines are parallel.

*

J

Ot. p. Ii

If

4

=- O and

o;+c~

Points are parallel.•
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1 I I • If .c1

::.

0 and o, :::

o~

Lines are identical.

... , x -t b:<, 1
e..2.

x + b,, y

aJ x .,. 'f:t3 y

'f

+-

q

o,. :::.

.,_ c.3

a, bI

If

"::'

";>

It

A

Points are· identical.

11,.

8.3

b3 0'3

b,v .,.. o,

0

a u

0

a,. u-t-b

0

fl.a

I

c,

ai.

=- 0 and c, ::: c :--

0)...

It

::- 0

The lines are concurrent.

4•

+

tl -1-

).

Vt

bJ V

::

0

c ,. :: 0

-f- Cd

=0

a1 b,

c1

a'l- b;

C' ).- ~

ELJ . bJ

CJ

0

The points are collinear.

&f-tb 1f~O, = 0.
e.~+ birc·,_ =-

o

•.f< +b3 p"'oJ ~

0

.......... '

••••••••••••• ••

........' ......

e."' u + b,, v

J.(-

o.,. =" 0
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A necessary and eufficiont

A necessary and sufficient

condition for th& l1noar

condition for the linear

dependence•

dependence of n points

of n lines

(n ~ ') lo that e.11 the

{n ~ ' ' S.s that all the

n-rowed determinants of

n-rowed determinants ot

~: .. ~:.JI

•••••••••

e.,

5.

(6

~

P<',
P( ,_

1

J.

x1

1,

l

x,_

1'¥

l

CJ

should vanish.

· ehould vanish.

x

b .,_

t_

13,
1,_

I
I
I

-

0

u

v

1

u1-

v~

1

0

Represents the equa-

Represents the equa-

tion of the line

tion of the point

determined by the two

determined by tho two

p o int e • ( 1'

lines

1

,

y1

) , ( X

4

,

y ,_ ) ~

*&ocher, Higher Algebra.

P•3b

[u ••]
, ·[u
I
·

I

%.

J.

,v2..
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Section 6.

T angent'ial Duality.

1. Let (~01 ), (~';~),

Triangles .

.,f,,).

3

(""

be· the coordinate s

of three geometric al elements of the sS:me kind, and
such that

~.
K-;>.
G( J

/8,

I

,.Al-

/Sa

I

~

O

I

does not vanish, so that a triangle is determine d.
Then

.]

iS,:~

are the coordinate s of the
midpoints of the sides.

midlinee. of the abgles.

A line joining the mid-

A point of intersecti on

point .of a side to 'the

ot the midline of an angle

opposite vertex ls call-

with the opposite side

---·--- -

ed a median line•e.nd is
'

given by the equation:

· is called a median point
and is given. by the equation:

0(

(d

D<,

f.;

·c ~
-:1:~

~

., .. - 0

,-

I

·.\
,.,

D(~+«.?

p~3

,),

:z_

~ '
t.;

28

tX

(d

I

""1.

11~

I

. ()(,-f..~
2.

(1,-1-(3-3

16

IX'
~o

-

."-'a

Ci(, -#- o('2.

I

~

I

~

I

~,-rf!a..

2.

'1-

~

I

The determin ant ot the coetf1c ients ot (;)(,
r eepect1v ely

{1 • ; ,

1tH

~, ~ f.,d}_.s

. er( - "(2. 'i- ~
,

2.

~,_-

0

p, -1-A
2,

13- '1-1-;&22.

~

_,_-

l.

---

.,.~ <A"~)-~J «, ~-t- "'J)

-

-tJ ( ~

~+.~

"f"'3 -

(;(', (A :~)-/3, (.,,.":~J

<

4"; .,..
2..

.fi

-f-/l_)

2..

A

~ (A/ + O(~)
2.

I\ may be verified tbat this d$termin ant vanishes
identica lly, pro\ting thereby that
The median lines of a

The median points ot a

triangle are concurre nt.

triangle are collinea r

The coordina tes ot ·the

The coordina tes

point of conourre noe.ie

line of collinea rity ie ·

or

·the

2. Theoremt The triangle formed by the midpoin ts
(midline a) is

t

of the area of the original triangle .

Proof:W e ehall prove these two theorems simultan eously,
analyti callr by the use ot aimultan oeus point and line

29

coordinate s. ou.r theorems are proven l>f we oan verity
the followingt *

D(I

(S,

_!._ ~z.

P~

~3

(3.3

l

~

I

1
I

l:

ll(:a+-3

13'1.~(3.J

t..
L
~
-1
A~
;:£
:::.1 ·.-------... ::i-=--... ;._--!..-- ---

(

"·

or,+ ct...

I

-

2.

-

fJ 'f"'t.
t-"-

:z...

Since this verificati on is rather long and not readily
obtainable~

/di

o(

I

fo?-

K"2

fa

I(~

\_o(J .... ~3

it is given in details

I,

o<, ...,.. ,,..l.

2-

GV'2.. .../.ct'3

I

~,

"""#'3

~I

_,p,_

/'J:a.-t/~s
(6,-1(&3

'l-

I

I
I

-

I

-ot~ "t~2..)(K',-~, -tX3+{33)

l ~2

-

~4 ... o(l +~,)

o( (

.I

~2

I
(Dl'3

-ftro1:i. +(3...J(.e,
. ( ct''l. - ~~

_o(l

-p, _0(3 -t-~3 j -

-t~,J

( ,(2 '

(3.,_ - o<', i-(?) ( ~
{cl,

-JlJ -«';,. --ff,_) .

-ft, - ~~ -f~}

*That the expression given represents the area of a
triangle in this system or coordinate s, is proved on
pages ' ' and 34 ot "Analytica l Line Geometry of the
Plane,tt by L.T.Dough erty.

;o
' · We shall dualize the wall-known theorem ot
'

Geometry that the altitudes of a triangle are conourrent, and prove

both~

ot the theorems simultan-

eousl1 by the method used in Article 2 of this
sect I.on.
Let (c<,(31 ) ,

ot the same

(«3/1. .),
kin~,

(~fo'J)t be three geometrical elements

aucb that
tK,

/1,

I

.-(~

fl,_

I

~

;6'~

I

~ O

does nGt vanish so that a triangle is determined.
The line

thr~

the vertex

The point on a aide

whose slope is the nega-

whose slope ie the nega-

tive reciprocal of the

tive reciprocal of the

elope ot the opposite side

slppe of.the opposite

ls called the altitude-

vertex is called the

J&ne from that.ver~ex.

altitude-poin t from that eide.

The altitude lines are

The altitude points are

glven by the $quat1onet

giv~n

(orr~ -or,)

q

t ~ - ~ J"""
( ~- ~)IJ(

by

the equationsa

+-I (.3,_ ~ (3,) (3 :o "'4 (Gt;. -11(,)-1/6a (If~ -4)

/3:r t3J/3=
-f- ( ~.r;B~) /3 =:..

-1- t

41',,_ (

113 -<A,J f ;&~JJ.r A)

'(, {17<3

-e<,_) -/-

R ( /J

f-11

~

1.va .. tv-a.)

o('2." o<,

(BL~~ I

o<'3-orI

/3~ - ~I

()(

.

3-~

~ <Y.3 -~ ~ -1-~,~
.

Of' I (X 2. -

{:;3- (82-

c:i(" ~ Q"..?

o('2

i/8J3:2. - (3 ~ ;s.j

0(3

-:-Or',fld

-ft~~

-r.A fi~ -fti 18'3

This deternd.nant vanlebee 1dentically, proving thereb!f
that

The three alt1tude•line s

The three altitude-poin ts

of a triangle are c4n-

of a triangle are collinear.

ot the point ot concur-

The coordinates

of the line of collin-

earity are:

e(~ ~ -~ ~ -t-ft~ (3.3 -/3,~ ,'
0("2.. «3 ~ -~ +(?;~ (J.3 - /1, /3~.

~

&( 2. ~ DI',

. ~3-~I

.

~'2..

4'<'."3 ...

()(~

K'3 -

/3·, fJ.s
(/> ~ - /S,,fti_

~ 0(3 -+~2 13~,,., ~2.

~

fc.

Section. 7. ·

1amilies of ?otnts and Lines.
We have seen that each of the equations
a()(4

a~

4-

br·+ c ~ 0
b'(3 ~ c' = O

and

repreaente either a point or a line. We· shall now
interpret the equation;

I~'Equatlon

(1) must represent some 11ne or point

s inoe i i 1e of the first degree in

()(!_

and

(3 •

II. Tha line represente d

II'• Tho point represente d

by (1) passes thru the

by (1)

intersecti on of the lines

or

represente d by

by
a.~~bp+c:-

a

\i'~ b t

{3+ 0 I::'

the points represente d

O
0

is on the join

''

to~,

the values of rx and

p.which

sat 1.sf7 e imul. tan-

for, the ve.luea of

(J

ti("

and

which satisfy simultan-

eoue ly (2) and (5) •111

eously (2) and (') will

obviouslr satiety (1)1

obviously aatiefy (l)J

that la, the point of

that ta, tho join of

intersection of (2) and

(2) and (') passes thru

(3) llea on (1).

(1).

Ill. BJ giving a euitable

III•. By giving a suitable

value tc ~ the equation

value to

(l) may be made to repre-

(1) may be made to repre-

sent any line wbioh paesee

sent any point which 11ea

thru the intersection of

on the join of

( 2) and ( ').

(2) e.nd (')·

~tho

equation

Section S.

Oonics.

"It in a central oon1o, parallel tangents be drawn
at the extrent1t1ett" ot a fixed die.meter, and j.t both

tangente be met by any var4able tangent, the

rectang~e

under the lntercepts on the parallel tangents la constant, being equal to the square on halt the parallel
diameter, that le, the diam•\er conjugate to that
I

j oinlng the points ot contact. tt

*

This property •aa used by L.T.Dougherty** 1n ddr1v1ng
~be

general equations of the Qentral

co~ics,

which area

Gire le:
(a~ -r:i-) tii..* 2fe.( 1-a)+ r'Z-J uv -1-[(l-a )7- -r7-J v + 2ctau

+ ~c(l-a)Y+(c:i.--.-~)
E llipae:

= o.

[ 4A.,_ ad-B-i-- ( t-c )J u24 2 [ 2!~ ( l•2e.d )+ B"J.. ( f-c )"1-j UV

+-[ 4A 2.--e.4-Bl-( t-~ fJ ..J-+- 2[2A,__ (fa+ cd )-Bi.- ( a-d )( t-c ~ u

+

)J

2[2A i-{ (t+c )-(ta "'-cd +- Bv(a-d )( f-c >]'*I
'2-

.

.,....

2--

;.· [ 4A fc-B (a.-4)

* Applloniu•
* *L • c • p 49,

o~

=

O.

Perga, Book III,

( k 1)

prop~

66.

Hyperbola:

f4l adr-B:z... ( f-c)J .;-f- 2[2A,._( 1-ad)-s-a-(f-c >J uv
+ [ 4Ai- ~d+B
t-c f"J vz.r2[ 2Ai.-{ ta red )+Bi. ( a-d )( t-c Vu
:a.. (

T.

2I 2A~ { (f+c)-(ta+()d)] -B>--(a-d)(t-c~]f.

-4-[4A'- tc +B"' ( a-d )-J = 0.

The equation of the

pa~abola

wae derived by making

u&e of the detlnition th•t a parabola is a conic having
the property that the perpendicular from the tocuo on

any tangent meete the curve on the tangent at the
vertex. The equation of tho parabolB in the present

system ot line coordinates

hae been shown* to bee

j(d'"'-al.-)-(f-c)l.Ju~+[(ai. -di-)-(t-c)J v;i..

-r 2(f-c)~uv4 2[2fd-fa-odj u-+-2[ V:f-c)(s.-df} v

t{( t:_,,~ )-( a-d 5J ~

o.

Taking the di1.uneter on the origin

li~e,.

the center

at the midpoint of UV, and taking the length
sagemnt to ba unity,

~e

or

this

may $1mplify the oq•at1one ot

the central conics as tollowei
If c ia any constant

(e~o)

the equatlono ot the

endpoints of the diameter· may be taken e.e
·cu-( c+i)v

~

O

4o+-l)u-cv = O

•Dougherty. l.c. P• 46.

The equation ot the circle becomesi
(

'2-.

,_

'2-

c -r )u +2

[

2.

J v-rz-=-o.

l

~n

1

c(-c-1)+-r.JUV~Lfc-4-l)

The equation of the ellipae

[ 4A., . . o(o+l)ju'2.+- 2 [

1-

2..

-i-

be~omeat

'2..

2A (t .... 20

,7

,fj

z-

-·2c.u uv+L4A

l.

(c~o)]

:z..

v

;a.. -

-B -

O

The_ equation of the hyperbola beoomes1

Let equations (A) be the equations

or

the focus and the

point where the axis meets the directrix, respectively,

thds making the.axis coincide with the origin· line and
the vertex be the midpoint ot UV; and we have tor the

· equation of the parabola1
2.

.

2.

(2o+l)u + (2o+l)v - l:::

o.

olaeeitication ot oonice.
The equations gi•en

abo~e

aro all of.

th~

torm:

It has been shown* that this 1a the form of a line conic

1n this system of coordinates. Likewise it has been
shown*tbat any egqation ot this form represents a

line oonio.
Since the necessary and sufficient condition for
e. conic in point coordinates is
2-

1-

.

an equation of the f'orma
~'

..

Ax + 2Bxy '°'""By ..+- 2Gx .../. 2Fy,_ 0 ..:::- 0

we have at

once~

any equation of the form
(1)

repreeente a conic.
If the terms ot the first degree can be removed

trom the general equation 1 thia can bo done by translating the axes. Let m and n ho the coordinates

or

the

new origin line. The equations for translating the
a.xea are then

Substituting in (l) and arranging according to the
powere of ()(4

and//, the resulting equation can be

written
A«'z.+ 2H«(ef' +B/'2-4 2(Anr'"Hn+G ~'""" 2(Hm,,,_Bn-?F)/
t- m(Am+Hn-tG)+n(Hm.,.Bn+F)+(Gm-t-Fn-l-0)~

*Schwering. i.o. pp 45-51.

O

1

(2)

If the terms of the first degree can be removed,
m and n must satisfy simultaneously the two equat1one1
Am+Hn-t-G -==O
Hm.+Bn+r

=o

(5)

The values ot m and n derived from these equations are

RF-BG

(4)

AB=ii,_

or

Settlng the valQes

m and n ln (2) and dropping

the primes,

The absolute term of thia equation ia
ABO +2FGH - BG

l-

AB-H--

- AF

)..

.. _

-OH-

Let us denote the numerator ot (6) by

(6)
4

and the

denominator by D. Equation (5) can then be written

(7)
~

can be expressed in the form of a determinantt
A

H

G

H B F
G

F

0

( 8) '
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Tho determinant L1

is called t..hs discriminant ot

the general equation.
If the axes be rotated so as to remove the term. in C>('f

equation {7) becomoe
( 9)
If D70, A• and B' are alike in sign, and (9) ce.n
be written
( 10)

Where \AP

I and IB'( are po.sitive numbers e.nd O'

ie

-±

:J-

The locus is then an $ll1ps&

The looua is then an ellipse

which is real or

or a hyperbola, according

imagin~ry

according as O' is positive

as 0 1 is positive or

or negative.

negative.

x·t D (

0 1 A' and B' are unl 1ke in e 11,na and ( 9)

can be written
(11)

The looue ia then a hyper-

The locus is then a para-

bola which ie primary or

bola with axis perpendicular

conjugate with respect to

or parallel to UV according

40
the axes of

x•

and Y'

as

accordin g as O' ie.

o•

is

~ositivc

or

negative .

poeitive or negative .
If 4:::

o,

then O' 1s zero and

The locus of (10) ia

The

a single pointj namely

a eingle line, namoly the

the origin; and the

origin-l ine; and the

locus of (ll) 1s a

locus ot (11) ie a

pair of llnes inter-

pair of points on the

aecting

origin-l ine.

s~

the origin.

loc~s

of (10) is

Mote. Meither .A,• nor B' can be zero eince A 1 B'==

If D== O, and

RF-BG~

z-

AB-H~O.

O.

In this case the rtret degree terms cannot be removed.
2.

I t H-=O, shloe H=AB, A-=B=O;

or

A~

0, and B-=· 0.

If A = B

or A ==0,, end

B~O;

=0 s

The locus of (1) is a

The looua of (1) ia a

line.

point.

! f A-== O, B-:!s:;: O, equation (1) is of the form (l') below.

It

A~

O, !-=- O, eq.uation (1) is cf the form (14) below.

41
It

H~

o. thf!n neither A nor 'fl is zero, and by the

t raneforma.t ion

!

t('::

~

7.

t(

(!_,o

cf- (3, fl-Ge..-

~ <t~

f

~

er

r

we may rotate·the aaeB to remove the the term in

'(';9

and the equation (1) asaumee one or the other of the
forms

according as H is
A+-

B~O,

HF-BG-:t=

~ocitive

o.

or negative.

AF-HG~ 0,,

Since

we he.ve•

As the locus of (1')

Aa the locus of (15)

and (14), a parabola,

and (14), an ellipse or
a hyperbola according as
6

is positive or negative.

I t D ~ O, and HF-BG=- 0

Since D ie again equal to zero, the general equation
is reducible to the form of (9) or (10) according as
H io poei.tive or negative. But here HF- BG-;- O and

AF-HG== O, hence,

if H is positive, F 1 -:::::.0, and it H is

negative,,G'= O. Oonsequently, equations (9) end (10)

•arr

Schwering. l.o. p. 52.
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become reapectively

Each ot these

equatl~na

contains but a aingla variable.

Therefore

The locus consists of

The locus consists

a pair of parallel

a pair of parallel

lines, a single line,

points. a single point,

or a pair of

or a pair of imaginary

1mag1n~ry

o~

lines, according as

points,

the roots of equatiorts

the roots of equationo

or (16) are

(15)

as

aceo~ding

(15) or (16) are

, real and d istinct. 1

real and distinct,

equal, or imaginary.

equal. or imaginary.

Sum ma ry ·~

For point Ooordinatea.

4~

Ll

0

=0

HF-BG~

D? o

D(O

1!111.paa

Hyter-

Point

D -=-o
HF-BG =O

D-.:::- 0

D-::::.. AB-H ")_~O

ola

Lines

0
~

e.re.l lel lines,
A

Pa.rs.bola

single line,

I me.ginary

lines~

For line Coordinates.
D ==- 0

D~O

D.> 0

4=to

C>O

D< 0

Para-

0.( 0

bola

HyperrEllipu
bola

L)::O

Line

:.air or
points

n~o,HF-a·a.::-o

HF-BG~O

~llipac

of

Hyperbole.

Parallel
p ointe,
A single
point,
}.

pair of
imaginary
points.
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Section 9.
Olaes.of an Equation.
Definition:
The number of tangents

The number of points of

on a given point, to

tangenoy,on a given line,

a rational aigebra1o

to a rational algebraic

curve ls cailed the

curve is called the

-clase

or

the equation

ot the curve.

class of the aquation

ot the curve.

Let the equation of the curve be

f(~) ~

o.

The equation of the tangent (point of tangency) at

Cc!,fl )

is

where 0 1e to be put unity after differentiation.
If the tangent pe.sa thru

¢11,k)

we have

f_

If the point of tangency
is on

[h,k] we have

~ -+ ,<:if; f- "8"}!-:oo

This is the equation of a. curve of the(n-l)th degree

paaeing thru the points of

enveloping the tangents

contact of the tangents

determined by the line

from the

to

poin~

h,k

to
t

<P\/» -

o.

[I, tf"J

Thie curve: h~a n(n-1)

This curve baa n(n-1}

points .of .1.nteraection

common tangents and

and therefore there are

therefore there are

in

gene~al

n(n-1) points

in general n(n-1)

of

oonta~t

corresponding

~angente

corresponding

to n(n-1) tangents, ·'real

to n(n-1) points of contact,

or imaginary, which are

real or imaginary, which are

on a point to a curve

~n

o~

the nth d&gree.

• line to a curve

of the nth degree.

Therefore, if the.degree ot •curve is n, the claee
I

ot the equation ot the curve 1a n(n-1).
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Tangents and
The equation ot

~olnta

~be

or Tangency.

tangent

to the curve y ==- t(.x) trom
the point (x,y) ls

The equation of the point

- ot tangency to the curve
v :::-.f( tt) on the line

( 1)

[u,vj

&/"
V-v ~~(U-u)

( l' )

•here X and Y are the run-

where U and V are the run-

n ing co·ord ine.t.ee ·Of any

nlng coordinates of any

p oit)t on the tangent.

line on the point ot

tangency.
Suppose the equation of

Suppose the equation of

the curve is of tbe form

the curve is of the form

t(~,y)-=:

o.

!.Z
dx

f'(u,v) ='Q.£

=-

o.

Now

·dv

1-u

o'b:
~

od

Substituting in (1) we

Subs~ltuting

obtain

obtain

or

in (l') we

v-v::-1{
(U-u)
.
Ei
ov

Or

is

~

(X-x)ax-

-1.
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qj_
(Y-y),; -O (2)
. Vd

(2')

ls the equation of the tan-

is the

gent.

point of tangency.

If we make the function

It we make tho function

homogeneoue,-equation (2)

homogeneous, equation

t a.kea the f'orm ·

(2•) takes the form

'id1ere W ia to be put

where W is to be put

unit~

after differentla-

unity

equa~ion

of the

after differentia-

ti on.

tion.

Normal and Point•Normal.
Detinitioiu

Definitiont

The normal ot any point

The point-normal of any

of tangency on a

curv~

is

tangent to a curve is

a line on that point of

a point on that tangent

tangency whose elope ie the

whose elope is the

negative reo!procel ot the

negative reciprocal of

slope of the tangent to the

the slope of the point of

curve at that point.

tangency on that curve
for that tangent.
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If the equation of the

If the equation of the

curve be

curve bf

t'(x,y)

and the point

~

or.

O,

o,

and the tangent [u,,v,.. ,],

tan-

gencr (x,)1 1 ) , the
equ~tion

f(u,v)~

·equation of the point of

of the tangent

tangency ie

is

and the equation of the

and

normal:

po int-norme.1 t

_X-x(·

~

:::::

!:-~'it
~

~he

~-ul

Ur

dd

equation of the

~

~ "'-

-v-v,
'd_fi:.
'dv

It may be seen from the above that tho analytic repreeentation is dual

~e

well as the statements. Thus• our

almultaneoue ayatem ot point and line coordinates in
and

ft

may represent a theorem in either system and

prove two.dual theorems by a elngle analytic proof.

Section 11.
Pol~a and Polars.

Example.

We ehall prove by a single analytic representation

~
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two dual theorems concerning poles and polars with

respect to a certain conio.
!he 1ntaraeotion ot two

Tba join ot two points

lines la the pole.with

is the polar,with respect

respect to a certain

to a certain conic.

e on1e 1 ot the straight;

of the point which ie the

line which joins the poles

lntersootlon of the polars

of thoae linaa with

ot thone points with re-

re~

epect to the sane eonio.

apeot to the aame oon1c.

Let tha equation of the conic ba

« 7.-+ /v12. 2-::..
Let the

c6prdina~es

be· ~,(J,),

f''l({).
~

7~

( l)

ot the two given lines (or points)

The equations of the poles (6r polars)

ot ("''J3,)_, C~,~J, with respect to (1) are
rY, IX"

-1-

rx',_,( ,.;_

;,

/3

~. f,

.=

~~

(2)

:

-i' "L

(5)

1he intersection or join of (2) and (') is given by
the ooord S.natetu

/,

I

;.,_

;B2..

I

rx'3 ~
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fX

I

«~

'2.

I

'1.

~'

~~

;5,

(3,_

~

D(

"-

'(

Ji

I

cc

/d/

C«s ~)

G(2..

I

I(''

fi,

ti' '2.

~2-

ia

I

'

If')..

I

K,

~I

A"~

/1~

+

;S2-

I

y-

The pobar (or pole) ot:
'{

Pf,

/6

-

yl--

( 4)

To prove the theorems, we have only to verify that (4)
ls the equation of the line which joins the polos of
the

lines, ( o:r wbioh 1e the int era action of the

giv~~m

polars of' the given points). That ia, we have to ehow
that equation (4) is equivalent to the determinants
K'

/>

I

,(,

/l,

I

A""~

~)_

/

CJ

This fol lows at_ once by div id 1ng ( 4) by

r2, transposing

tha 1, and clearing of' fractions:

1;

A
~2.
~

~

I

I

~

+

f~

A""i

- p('

Ill(,

111

Ji-

~~

I

,(',

A

I("~

-~

&i(

-/

:::::; t:)

f'~
I

I

~

;J

I

+

r~4

/1,

4

IX'
::-

~i
()1'2

;9
~

;J,_

I
/

I

=-0
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APPENDIX •.

Polar Du~li.ty.

The •1stem of line coordinatee that we have used
is a direct

du~l

of the Cartesian

ates. A very common system

·or

~eotangular

coordin-

point coordinates is the

system ot polar coordinates. It is quite reasonable
t~

suppose that a system

or

line coordinates could be

devised which would be the dual of polar coordinates,
and perhaps in thls way a
line coordinates could

be

eimila~

set up

eyetem ot point and

so

that theorems and

their duals could be proved simultaneously by a

single analytic representation.
Th~ foll~wing

eyetem of

p~lar

method of setting up such a dual
ooordinateB is suggested.

tet p be any line, and call it the polar of the
ayetem; t,et P be any point on p, and call it the

initial point. To,locate a line whoso coordinates are

[P,0]

let the distance

p be

polar from the initial

measured first along the

point~

following the usual

ouetom of taking poe1ti•e distance to the right and
negative distance to the left. Let a perpendicular be
erected at the point on p determined in this way by

f .

52.

No•, it the segemnt
the angle

e. ~we

p be

shall~call

rotated around .P thru
the

t1~al p~eition

of the

perpendic Qlar, the line whose coordinate s are~~.

le shall interpret a few simple equations in thie
syetem ot line coordinate s and illustrate the principle
of .duality by ar,anging in parallel oolumno with the
interpreta tion of the same equation 1n polnr ooordinate e
for points.

i.p=-c

Oircle of Points

2.

Oircle ot lines.

& ::.~

All the points on
a line thru the pole.

All the lines thru a
point at infinity.

Paral lel lines perpendi cular to the initia l
1 ine.

Lines paral lel to the
1 nit.ia l line.

Oonfoc e.l

Oonto cal parab~laa.

